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Abstract—While privacy concerns entice connected and auto-
mated vehicles to incorporate on-board federated learning (FL)
solutions, an integrated vehicle-to-everything communication
with heterogeneous computation power aware learning platform
is urgently necessary to make it a reality. Motivated by this, we
propose a novel mobility, communication and computation aware
online FL platform that uses on-road vehicles as learning agents.
Thanks to the advanced features of modern vehicles, the on-board
sensors can collect data as vehicles travel along their trajectories,
while the on-board processors can train machine learning models
using the collected data. To take the high mobility of vehicles
into account, we consider the delay as a learning parameter and
restrict it to be less than a tolerable threshold. To satisfy this
threshold, the central server accepts partially trained models,
the distributed roadside units (a) perform downlink multicast
beamforming to minimize global model distribution delay and (b)
allocate optimal uplink radio resources to minimize local model
offloading delay, and the vehicle agents conduct heterogeneous
local model training. Using real-world vehicle trace datasets, we
validate our FL solutions. Simulation shows that the proposed
integrated FL platform is robust and outperforms baseline
models. With reasonable local training episodes, it can effectively
satisfy all constraints and deliver near ground truth multi-
horizon velocity and vehicle-specific power predictions.

Index Terms—Internet of Vehicle, online federated learn-
ing, vehicle-to-everything communication, on-board computation
power, vehicle-specific power prediction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern vehicles are packed with various on-board sensors
to sense diversified data for fulfilling higher automation levels.
On the one hand, data collected by individual vehicles may be
non-IID (independent and identically distributed) and contain
imperfections. Training independent a machine learning (ML)
model solely on individual vehicle data may lead to non-
robustness and prediction may not suffice in some strict
applications. In addition, these independently sensed data may
not avail predicting a global task with data features/labels that
these sensors have never observed. Moreover, some vehicles
may not have enough computation resources to train a ML
model. On the other hand, sending raw data to a central server
is impractical due to extensive privacy threats and enormous
communication overhead. As such, the above-mentioned is-
sues may very well become a bottleneck to delivering Society
of Automotive Engineers (SAE) level 5 automation on the
road.

This work was done while Md Ferdous Pervej was working at MERL as
an intern.

The recent advances of privacy-preserving federated learn-
ing (FL) can bring a solution to this bottleneck. FL is an
advanced ML technique that allows training ML models
locally based on the trainer’s local data [1]. Therefore, it
ensures user privacy protection and can effectively reduce
communication overhead. Most importantly, FL incorporates
data features in collaborative heterogeneous datasets, which
allows robust traffic model training by eliminating data im-
perfection contained in individual dataset and ensures a faster
convergence [2]. Robust traffic models can be distributed to
vehicles for their tasks at any location on the road. Leveraging
FL, modern vehicles can not only train traffic models on their
on-board processors but can also keep their privacy unscathed.
Therefore, an integrated FL platform with advanced vehicle-
to-everything (V2X) communications seems inevitable for the
rising demand on higher automation.

While FL with vehicular agents can indeed bring manifold
benefits, it also raises new challenges. Perhaps, two major
concerns are (1) the high mobility and (2) the delay. Due to
the high mobility, the time a vehicle connects to a connection
point may be short. As a result, the long delay may not
be acceptable. Even though FL can comparatively reduce
the communication overhead, model distribution (delivering
the global model from the central server to vehicles) and
offloading (uploading local models from vehicles to the central
server) still take time. Furthermore, local model training using
the limited computation power of the on-board processors
may be a dominant contributor to the delay. As such, hyper-
parameters such as total global training rounds (communica-
tion rounds between the central server and the vehicle agents),
total local training iterations and vehicle agent selection are
critical for swift model training and updating.

Advanced ML techniques are widely used to predict differ-
ent traffic metrics such as traffic flow, congestion and trajec-
tory. Nevertheless, independent learning may not be sufficient
due to data heterogeneity, non-IID distribution and imperfec-
tion. Therefore, crowdsourcing-based collaborative learning
such as FL is luring researchers with its ensured privacy
protection and use of diverse data samples of the learning
agents. There exist works that leverage FL in the vehicular
environment. However, most of these studies have either not
considered the mobility of the vehicles or not examined the
underlying heterogeneous computation power of the vehicles.
In [3], the authors proposed a multi-task FL framework to



TABLE I
TABLE OF NOTATION

Symbol Description
v A vehicle in the on-road vehicle set V
b A roadside unit (RSU) in the distributed RSU set B
Vk Set of vehicles selected as learning agents in global training round k
V b

k Set of vehicle agents associated with b in global training round k
w Global machine learning model
wk Global machine learning model in global training round k
wv

k Machine learning model trained by vehicle v in global round k
Ω Total network bandwidth for vehicle-RSU communications
Ωb Network bandwidth assigned to RSU b
zb A physical resource block (pRB) in RSU b’s pRB set Zb
gz

b Downlink multicast beamforming vector of RSU b over pRB zb

Γ
v,dn
b,z Downlink SNR from RSU b to vehicle v over pRB zb

Γ
v,up
b,z Uplink SNR from vehicle v to RSU b over pRB zb

ddown
v Downlink global model transmission time from RSU b to vehicle v
dup

v Uplink local model transmission time from vehicle v to RSU b
dcmp

v The amount of time for vehicle v to locally train model wk
dq,up

v Uplink queuing time of model wv
k at vehicle v

dtot
v Total delay at vehicle v in a global training round

dthr Time threshold for all v ∈ Vk to finish model training & offloading
Lv Number of local training iterations at vehicle v
Dv

k Dataset of vehicle v in a global training round k
Pz

b RSU b’s transmission power over pRB zb, Pz
b ≤ Pmax

b
Pb

v Uplink transmission power from vehicle v to RSU b

predict average vehicle velocity using stationary agents. The
authors in [4] presented a FL based vehicular cooperative
positioning architecture to model the location of the vehi-
cles. However, this work does not consider model training
delay and computation power heterogeneity. In addition, the
authors assumed data augmentation over vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) links that raises privacy concerns and communication
overhead. an agent-edge-cloud FL architecture was proposed
in [5] where the authors intended to minimize communication
latency between the server and the agent. However, the agents
are stationary. A similar architecture was used in [6] for object
detection in vehicular environment with a focus on context
instead of mobility, communication and computation.

In a vehicular environment, mobility is a nagging concern.
This work proposes an integrated vehicular FL platform that
takes account of the vehicle mobility and the distributed model
training delay including local model training time, model
queuing time, and model transmission time.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We present a two-tier hierarchical vehicular FL platform
to address the short connectivity issue caused by the high
mobility to achieve robust traffic model training.

• Instead of applying traditional FedAvg based FL, we
propose an extended FedProx [7] based FL to incorporate
vehicle mobility, communication delay, queuing delay,
model training delay and data heterogeneity.

• In our FL platform, each roadside unit (RSU) solves a
multicast beamforming problem to maximize the mini-
mum sum rate of its associated agents for model dis-
tribution in the downlink. To offload the locally trained
models, each RSU solves a complex combinatorial prob-
lem to allocate optimal radio resources to the learning
agents.

• While any ML task can be solved using the proposed
online FL platform, we predict multi-horizon vehicle-
specific power (VSP) requirements by exploiting real-
world vehicle datasets.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND V2X COMMUNICATION MODEL

This section presents our system model and communication
model for the proposed vehicular FL platform. Moreover, for
convenience, we summarize the main notations in Table I.

A. System Model

We consider an Internet of Vehicles (IoV) network that con-
sists of a central server, multiple RSUs and on-road vehicles.
Denote the vehicle set and the RSU set by V = {v}Vv=1 and
B = {b}B

b=1, respectively. At a high level, the learning process
progresses as follows. The central server first selects vehicular
agents and distributes a global model, parameterized by its
weight w, to the selected agents. Upon receiving w, an agent
v trains the received model using its local data and offloads
the updated model weight w(v) to the server. The server then
aggregates all agents’ local models to build an updated global
model. The training process continues until the global model
reaches an expected level of precision.

To perform such distributed model training in a vehicu-
lar environment, an efficient infrastructure-to-vehicle (I2V)
/ vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication platform is
needed for sharing w and w(v)s. Therefore, this paper proposes
a practical dense heterogeneous network architecture, where
multiple RSUs are deployed over a considered region of
interest (RoI) to connect vehicles as shown in Fig. 1. These
RSUs are connected to a central server with high-speed wired
links. The vehicles travel on the roads and get connected to
the network via these RSUs.

The motivation for adopting the proposed system model
is three-folded. Firstly, the on-board computation power of
vehicles is limited. It may take a longer time to finish the
local model training. Therefore, vehicles may move away
from the RSUs used by the server to distribute the global
model. The proposed system model enables vehicles to be
reasonably covered by other RSUs while they perform local
model training. Secondly, it aims to ensure V2I connectivity
in a larger area for comprehensive observations and robust
model training. Thirdly, it may not be possible to establish
direct vehicle-server communication links due to the limited
coverage of wireless links. The proposed system model can not
only ensure vehicle data privacy, but also allow the vehicles
to accumulate more observations. It can be used by various
vehicular applications that highly rely on observations of
vehicles, e.g., the adaptive advanced driver-assistance systems
(ADAS).

B. Vehicular Communication Model

Note that due to high-speed wired links between the server
and RSUs, the server-RSU communication delay is negligible
and ignored in this work. Assume each vehicle has a single
antenna, while each RSU has nb antennas. Besides, let the total
network bandwidth, for the vehicle-RSU communications, be
Ω Hz. We divide the radio resource to the RSUs so that
the consecutive RSUs have independent radio resources. We
reuse the radio resources by ensuring that the reusing RSUs
are far away from each other. Furthermore, we divide the



Fig. 1. Proposed vehicular FL architecture for IoV

allocated radio resources into orthogonal physical resource
blocks (pRBs). Without loss of generality, let us denote the
radio resource of RSU b by Ωb and denote the pRB set of b
by Zb = {zb}Zb

zb=1. We consider that all pRBs have the same
size ω . Moreover, with an appropriate frequency reuse pattern
and orthogonal partitioning of the system bandwidth, there is
no interference in our proposed system model.

The proposed network operates in time division duplex
(TDD) mode and can exploit channel reciprocity. The channel
is assumed to be quasi-static block fading, i.e., it remains
static within a block but varies across different blocks. Denote
the wireless channel between the RSU b and vehicle v over
pRB zb by hv

b,z ∈ Cnb×1. Moreover, we model the channel as
hv

b,z =
√

ζ
v
bτv

b h̆v
b,z, where

√
ζ

v
b, τv

b , and h̆v
b,z are large scale

fading, log-Normal shadowing, and small scale fading chan-
nel response, respectively. We model the pathloss following
3GPP’s UMa model [8] as suggested in [9]. For simplicity,
we assume RSUs and vehicles can mitigate Doppler spread
perfectly.

In 3GPP based IoV network, the RSUs can be connected
with each other via the Xn interface. In addition, we consider
a mobility model where each agent calculates the reference
signal received powers (RSRPs) from its serving RSU and
adjacent RSUs. Once the A3 event [10] is triggered, the agent
reports the measurements to the serving RSU. The serving
RSU then handovers the agent to the target RSU [10]. As
such, an agent is always associated with only one RSU, i.e.,
∑

B
b=1 ab

v = 1, ∀v∈V , where ab
v ∈ {0,1} is an indicator function

that takes value 1 when vehicle v is associated to RSU b.
1) Downlink Communication Model: In the downlink, as a

RSU transmits the same model to all of its associated agents,
each RSU b can multicast the ML model w1. We assume that
each RSU has fixed pRBs to multicast the ML model. Denote
the downlink multicast beamforming vector of RSU b over
pRB zb by gz

b ∈ Cnb×1. Then, the received signal at vehicle v
over pRB zb is expressed as

yv,dn
b,z =

√
Pz

bab
v(h

v
b,z)

Hgz
bsv

b +η , (1)
where Pz

b is b’s transmission power over pRB zb, sv
b is the

unit power transmitted data symbol of b intended for vehicle
v and (x)H denotes the conjugate transpose. Moreover, η ∼
CN(0,σ2) is the circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise
with zero mean and variance σ2.

1In a practical wireless network, the RSU can use the multicast broadcast
single frequency network (MBSFN) subframe [10] to broadcast the model.

To this end, we calculate the downlink signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) over pRB zb as follows:

Γ
v,dn
b,z = Pz

b |(h
v
b,z)

Hgz
b|

2/ωσ
2. (2)

When the global FL model is distributed from the server, we
calculate the downlink rate at vehicle v from RSU b, over all
pRB zb ∈Zb, as

Cdn
v = ab

v ·ω ∑
Zb
zb=1Eh

[
log2(1+Γ

v,dn
b,z )

]
, (3)

where Eh[·] is the expectation over hv
b,z.

2) Uplink Communication Model: For the uplink, assuming
linear receiver vector gb

v,z ∈ C1×nb , we calculate the effective
received signal at RSU b from vehicle v as

yb,up
v,u =

√
Pb

v ab
vhb

v,z(g
b
v,z)

Hsb
v +η , (4)

where Pb
v is the uplink transmission power of vehicle v and sb

v
is the intended uplink transmitted symbol of v. Moreover, this
gives us the following uplink SNR

Γ
v,up
b,z = Pb

v ab
v
∣∣hb

v,z(g
b
v,z)

H ∣∣2/ωσ
2. (5)

Similar to Cdn
v , we calculate the uplink rate as

Cup
v = ab

v ·ω ∑
Zb
zb=1 I

v
b,z ·Eh

[
log2(1+Γ

v,up
b,z )

]
, (6)

where Iv
b,z ∈ {0,1} is an indicator function that takes value 1

when zb ∈Zb is assigned to vehicle v.

III. COMMUNICATION AND COMPUTATION AWARE
VEHICULAR FL PROBLEM

A. Computation-Aware FL

We assume that each vehicle can use its on-board sensors to
collect data, such as longitude, latitude, velocity, acceleration,
weather information, etc., that can be used for model training.
Without loss of generality, denote the data sensing interval of
the vehicles by ∆t. Denote vehicle v’s dataset at time t by
D t

v = {xi
v,y

i
v}t

i=1, where xi
v and yi

v are the ith feature set and
corresponding label, respectively. The entire dataset available
at time t is denoted as D t =

⋃V
v=1 D t

v. As the central server
does not have access to dataset D t , it aims to solve following
optimization problem [1]:

minimize
w

f (w) = Ev [ fv(w)] = ∑
V
v=1 pv · fv(w),

s. t. w(1) = w(2), . . . ,= w(V ) = w,
(7)

where w is the global model parameters, fv(w) :=
E{xi

v,yi
v}∼D t

v

[
fv({xi

v,y
i
v},w)

]
is the local empirical risk func-

tion for agent v and ∑
V
v=1 pv = 1 with the probability pk =

|D t
v|/|D t |.
This FedAvg based FL works well when the agents have IID

data distribution and homogeneous computation power. In our
case, the vehicle agents have (a) diverse on-board sensors that
lead to non-IID data distribution and (b) heterogeneous on-
board computation power. Therefore, FedProx based FL [7] is
more suitable because it is designed for agents with different
computation resources. Accordingly, FedProx accepts partial
works of the stragglers while each agent tends to solve its
local optimization problem inexactly.

We extend the FedProx based FL to incorporate communi-
cation delay, queuing delay, model training delay and dataset
heterogeneity. At the beginning of a global round denoted by
k, the server uniformly selects a set of agents from the vehicle
pool. Denote the selected agent set by Vk ⊆ V . Each agent



v ∈ Vk then receives the global model wk and perform local
model training to minimize the following objective function

f̆v(w;wk) = fv(w)+(µ/2)‖w−wk‖2 , (8)
where the proximal term is added to control heterogeneity and
µ ≥ 0 is the penalty parameter.

Agent v ∈ Vk solves problem (8) γk
v -inexactly for solution

w(v,∗)
k such that

∥∥∥∇ f̆v(w
(v,∗)
k ;wk)

∥∥∥≤ γk
v
∥∥∇ f̆v(wk;wk)

∥∥ [7]. The

parameter γk
v defines how much local computation to be

performed by agent v for solving its respective local sub-
problem.

Upon receiving w(v,∗)
k s from all learning agents, the cen-

tral server averages these model parameters to obtain wk+1.
We will explicitly introduce communication and computation
aware FL solutions in Section IV.

B. Delay Calculation

We consider three main delays between two global commu-
nication rounds as described in the following.

1) Queuing Delay: Queuing delay is the waiting time of a
vehicular agent before being scheduled by the associated RSU.
It can be an important delay contributor in wireless networks.
Note that we only consider uplink queuing delay as the RSUs
multicast in the downlink. Denote the uplink queuing delay of
agent v by dq,up

v , which is the time difference from the time
agent v finishes local model training to the time agent v is
scheduled to offload the trained model.

2) Local Model Training Delay: Recall that the vehicles
have heterogeneous on-board processing unit power. Denote
agent v’s processing power by ρv cycles per second. If per
sample data requires ηv cycles for processing, then the delay
for one iteration model training is dcmp,l

v = [(ηv |Dv|)]/ρv.
3) Communication Delay: With vehicular agents, we con-

sider delay from the wireless link. We calculate the downlink
and uplink delays based on downlink rate Cdn

v , uplink rate
Cup

v and payload size. Assuming the FL model parameter
is d-dimensional, we calculate the required number of bits
as S = ∑

d
i=1 FPPi, where FPPi represents the floating point

precision for element i. As such, at the beginning of a global
round, we calculate the model distribution delay to agent v via
RSU-vehicle downlink communication as follows:

ddown
v = κ×min{T : κ×

(
∑

T
t̄=1 Cdn

v (t̄)
)
≥ S,T ∈ Z+}, (9)

where κ is the transmission time interval (TTI) and Cdn
v (t̄)

is the achievable downlink capacity based on the channel
realization at slot t̄.

Similarly, we can calculate the delay to offload agent v’s
trained model as follows:

dup
v = κ×min{T : κ×

(
∑

T
t̄=1 Cup

v (t̄)
)
≥ S,T ∈ Z+}, (10)

where Cup
v (t̄) is the achievable uplink capacity based on the

channel realization at slot t̄.
4) Total Delay in Each Global Communication Round:

To this end, we calculate the cumulative delays between two
global rounds. The total delay is the summation of the global
model distribution delay, local model training delay, uplink
queuing delay and local model offloading delay of the agents.
We express the total delay for agent v as follows:

dtot
v = ddown

v +dcmp
v +dq,up

v +dup
v . (11)

In this work, we consider a synchronous agent-server update
procedure as described in Section IV-B. The global round
update clock time is fixed and known to the agents. More
specifically, the central server sets a hard threshold denoted
as dthr, by which the server needs to distribute the global
model, agents need to locally train model and offload the
trained models back to the server. In other words, dtot

v ≤ dthr

must hold for this synchronous update process. Clearly, the
underlying wireless communication and computation aspects
affect whether the agents can successfully contribute to the
learning process or not.

IV. PROPOSED COMMUNICATION-COMPUTATION AWARE
FL SOLUTION

At a high level, our goal is to optimize the IoV network so
that dtot

v ≤ dthr. In order to do this, we first optimize the model
distribution delay in the downlink.

A. Model Distribution Delay Optimization

To optimize the downlink model distribution delay, each
RSU aims to maximize the minimum data rate for all of
its associated agents. As such, each RSU finds the downlink
multicasting beamforming vector gz

b for all pRBs by solving
the following optimization problem:

maximize
gz

b, ∀zb∈Zb

min
∀v∈V b

k

∣∣(hv
b,z)

Hgz
b

∣∣2 ,
subject to:

∥∥gz
b

∥∥2 ≤ 1,
(12)

where V b
k ⊆ Vk is set of agents associated with RSU b in

global round k.
This is a classical multicasting beamforming problem.

Note that
∣∣∣(hv

b,z)
Hgz

b

∣∣∣2 =Tr
(

gz
bgz

b
Hhv

b,z(h
v
b,z)

H
)

. Denote Hv
b,z =

hv
b,z(h

v
b,z)

H and Gb,z = gz
b(g

z
b)

H . Then, problem (12) can be
reformulated as follows:

maximize
Gb,z, ∀zb∈Zb

min
∀v∈V b

k

Tr
(
Gb,zHv

b,z
)
,

subject to: Tr
(
Gb,z

)
= 1,Gb,z � 0, rank(Gb,z) = 1.

(13)

Note that (13) is non-convex due to the rank(Gb,z) = 1
constraint. We can relax this constraint to obtain the following
relaxed convex problem.

maximize
Gb,z, ∀zb∈Zb

min
∀v∈V b

k

Tr
(
Gb,zHv

b,z
)
,

subject to: Tr
(
Gb,z

)
= 1,Gb,z � 0.

(14)

Optimization problem (14) is in the well-known semidefinite
problem (SDP) form. Each RSU can solve this downlink
multicasting beamforming optimization problem using widely
popular convex optimization solver such as CVX [11]. Each
RSU finds the downlink multicasting beamforming vector and
distributes the model to all associated agents. Note that since
the entire bandwidth is used for this downlink distribution, the
ddown

v is relatively low. Moreover, the RSU-agent associations
will remain unchanged for this short time2.

2For example, if RSU coverage radius is 300 meters and agent velocity is
120 miles/hour, the agent is expected to be within the RSU’s coverage for
≈ 11.18 seconds. In wireless networks, usually TTI κ ≤ 1 millisecond.



B. Local Model Training

This work considers a complete synchronous learning
framework, where the server provides all agents a deadline
dcmp

k for their local model training. In other words, during
round k, the agent receives the model and performs local
model training until dcmp

k expires. Recall that the FL global
round update clock time is known to all agents. Therefore,
during global round k, upon receiving the global model wk,
each agent v ∈ Vk can determine the remaining time budget
for its local model computation as

dcmp
v = dcmp

k −ddown
v . (15)

Therefore, agent v determines its local model training itera-
tions as

Lv =
⌊

dcmp
v /dcmp,l

v

⌋
, (16)

where b·c is the floor operation. This essentially means that
agent v ∈ Vk performs Lv local stochastic gradient decent
(SGD) steps to minimize its local objective function defined
in (8). Please note that, unlike FedAvg that considers equal
L1 = · · ·= LV [1], FedProx allows heterogeneous device par-
ticipation to utilize agents’ resources efficiently [7].

Note that FedAvg is a special case of the proposed FedProx
based solution if the server sets an common training iteration
L and µ is set to 0 in problem (8).

C. Local Model Offloading Optimization

Upon finishing the local model training, the agent requests
uplink radio resources from its associated RSU to offload
the trained model wv

k. The RSU then allocates the pRB
for this uplink communication. Assume RSUs have perfect
CSI. Therefore, each RSU can use maximal ratio combining
(MRC) to model the receiver beamforming vector, i.e., gv

b,z =

h̆v
b,z/‖h̆v

b,z‖. Moreover, depending on the pRB allocation, the
uplink queuing delay dup

v is known to the associated RSU. In
this work, we apply round-robin scheduling for simplicity. To
that end, each RSU allocates its pRBs to the scheduled agents
to maximize the network’s uplink throughput. In other words,
each RSU aims to solve following optimization problem:

maximize
Iv
b,z, ∀v∈V

b
k

ω ∑
Zb
zb=1 I

v
b,z · log2

(
1+Γ

v,up
b,z

)
,

subject to ∑
Zb
zb=1 I

v
b,z = 1,∑v∈V b

k
Iv

b,z = 1,

∑
Zb
zb=1 ∑v∈V b

k
Iv

b,z = |Zb|,

(17)

where the first constraint is to allocate only one pRB to each
scheduled agent, while the second constraint is adopted to
assign a pRB to only one agent. Moreover, the last constraint
ensures that all pRBs are allocated. Note that while |Vk| can
be greater than |Zb|, the RSU can only schedule |Zb| agents
in a each scheduling κ , i.e., |V b

k |= |Zb|.
Problem (17) is a mixed combinatorial optimization prob-

lem and NP-hard. To solve this problem, we stack the SNRs
over all pRBs into a gain matrix Gb and use the well-known
Hungarian algorithm [12]. Note that this algorithm guarantees
optimal pRB allocation with time complexity of O(|Zb|3)
[12]. Algorithm 1 summarizes the process.

Algorithm 1: Optimal Radio Resource Allocation
1 Input: {Γv,up

b,z } for all active RSUs and vehicle agents ;
2 for b ∈B do
3 Schedule agents following round-robin scheduling;
4 if

∣∣V b
k

∣∣ 6= 0 then
5 Initiate gain matrix, Gb = zeros(Zb×

∣∣V b
k

∣∣) ;
6 for v ∈ V b

k do
7 for zb ∈Zb do
8 Gb[zb,v]← Γ

v,up
b,z ;

9 end
10 end
11 Use Hugarian algorithm [12] to get optimal Iv

b,zs ;
12 end

Algorithm 2: Vehicular FL Algorithm
1 Input: initial global model w;
2 for all global communication round, k ∈ K do

/* At the beginning of communication
round k */

3 Server selects learning agents Vk ⊆ V ;
4 Each RSU solves optimization problem (14) and

distributes the global model wk . Central server
broadcasts global model wk, agents set Vk, dcmp

k and
threshold dthr to RSUs. RSUs then forward the global
model wk and the updated time information dcmp

v to their
associated v ∈ Vk;
/* Local model training */

5 for all v ∈ Vk in parallel do
6 Prepare the local training dataset D

(k)
v ;

7 Determine local training iterations Lv using (16);
8 Perform local training to minimize loss function

defined in (8);
9 end

/* At the end of global round k */
10 All v ∈ Vk request uplink radio resources from their

associated RSUs to offload their locally trained model
wv

k ;
11 Each RSU b solves optimization problem (17) to get the

optimal pRB allocation and schedules its associated
agents v ∈ V b

k in round-robin manner;
12 Each agent v ∈ Vk then offloads wv

k to the central server
via the associated RSU b;

13 The central server performs model aggregation to update
global model using: wk+1← (1/ |Vk|)∑

|Vk |
v=1 wv

k.
14 end
15 Output: trained global model w∗

D. Summary of the Proposed FL Solution

The proposed mobility, communication and computation
aware FL solution is summarized in Algorithm 2. In each
communication round, server selects agents to train the model.
Server broadcasts the model wk, the agent set Vk, time
deadlines dcmp

k and dthr to RSUs. Each RSU then computes
optimal communication delays for its associated agents and
broadcasts the model and the updated time information to
its agents. Based on the updated time information dcmp

v and
its local dataset Dv

k , each agent performs independent model
training for Lv iterations. At training deadline dcmp

k , each RSU
schedules its agents to offload their local models to satisfy
deadline threshold dthr.



TABLE II
V2I/I2V: KEY SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Description Value
Antenna per RSU nb 4

pRB per RSU Zb 10
{v,b} antenna heights {3, 25} m
{v,b} antenna gains {3,8} dBi

{v,b} receiver noise figures {9,5} dB
Noise power σ2 -174 dBm

Pmax
b ,Pb

v 30,23 [dBm]
TTI κ 1 ms

Carrier frequency 2.4 GHz
pRB bandwidth ω 180 KHz

Ωb,Ω 1.8,3.6 [MHz]
Frequency reuse ≈ 2000 m

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we first describe our simulation setup and
then present simulation results and discussions.

A. Simulation Setting and Dataset Description
We use real vehicle traces in the Mobile Century Dataset

collected by the Mobile Millennium project in 2008 [13].
This dataset contains data collected for 77 vehicles between
10:00am and 18:00pm on Interstate 880 (I-880), CA, USA and
has vehicle trajectory traces with an approximate interval of
3 seconds. We use GPS log datasets that have four features
in each data sample: {unixtime, latitude, longitude, speed}.
From GPS log data of these 77 vehicles, we choose 61
datasets after initial screening. Note that the traces contain
approximately 20.1 miles stretch of the I-880. To serve these
vehicles, we place RSUs along the I-880 for the entire stretch.
Particularly, we assume each RSU has a coverage radius of
500 meters. Moreover, the same frequencies are reused after
≈ 2000 meters to handle interference issues.

For our learning model, we use 1 gated recurrent unit
(GRU) layer with 16 hidden layers, SGD (momentum=0.95)
optimizer with learning rate 0.001, µ = 0.1, l = 15, and h ∈
{1, . . . ,12}. We select 10 agents with ρv ∈Uni f orm(0.2,0.8)
GHz and ηv ∈Uni f orm(104,404) cycles/sample. Furthermore,
the agents use 11 : 00−16 : 30 trajectory data samples as their
training dataset. We devise the global round update time in
such a way that at the beginning, there are enough data samples
to train the model, and the training data samples Dv

k only use
data samples from 11 : 00 : 00 to the global round update time
in a causal manner. This means that the proposed FL solution
is implemented in an online fashion, in which the vehicles
gather data as they travel along their trajectory. Other key
V2X simulation parameters are listed in Table II.

B. FL Task : Vehicle-Specific Power (VSP) Prediction
While the proposed vehicular FL platform is not task-

dependent, we consider a multi-horizon vehicle-specific power
(VSP) prediction task to validate our vehicular FL solutions.
In essence, VSP provides the estimation of the required power
demand for the vehicle. For zero road grade, the VSP can be
calculated as [14]

Pt
v =

(
c1

c2

)
Aut

v

mv
+

(
c2

1
c2

)
But

v
2

mv
+

(
c3

1
c2

)
Cut

v
3

mv
+ c2

1ut
vat

v, (18)

where mv, ut
v and at

v are vehicle v’s weight, instantaneous ve-
locity and instantaneous acceleration, respectively. Moreover,
A, B, C, c1 and c2 are coefficients described in [14].
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The VSP can be predicted in two ways: (i) predicting
velocity and then using the predicted velocity to compute VSP
via Eq. (18) and (ii) predicting VSP directly. The approach (i)
does not work well because VSP is expressed as a third-order
polynomial in velocity with additional velocity acceleration
product term. Accordingly, it is very sensitive to velocity
variation. Even with near ground truth velocity prediction as
shown in Fig. 2, the VSP accuracy can be poor as shown
in Fig. 3. Therefore, we apply approach (ii) in this work.
Note that in order to predict VSP directly with approach (ii),
we need a suitable dataset. However, the dataset [13] does
not have VSP information. As such, we use (18) to calculate
VSP and then use the calculated VSP for model training and
evaluation in what follows.

C. Performance Evaluation

We evaluate the proposed FL solutions in four aspects:
(i) delay, (ii) prediction accuracy, (iii) robustness, and (iv)
prediction horizon. It is worth noting that each agent v
randomly samples 50% data samples from Dv

k for its local
model training3. Moreover, we choose dthr = 3 seconds, set
dcmp

k = 2.5 seconds and accordingly estimate local iterations
Lv for all v ∈ Vk in each communication round k.

1) Delay in Distributed Model Training: We first show
delays between two global communication rounds using the
simulation parameters in Table II.

Given a model training time threshold dthr, the RSUs
optimizes the multicast beamforming vector to maximize
the minimum downlink data rate at the agents by solving

3The percentage of data samples can be adjusted to meet the deadlines.
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Fig. 5. Predicted VSP with different machine learning models

optimization problem (14). As expected, the downlink model
distribution delay ddown

v is significantly lower. As shown in
the first subplot of Fig. 4, the maximum distribution time is
at most 7×κ , i.e., 7 ms.

However, the uplink model offloading time dup
v is signif-

icantly longer than ddown
v as shown in the third subplot of

Fig. 4. In fact, it requires more TTIs to offload local models
because agents have limited radio resources and battery power.
This is also observed in our simulation. More specifically, we
observe that it requires ≈ 55 TTIs to offload an agent’s model
in the uplink. This means that we cannot simply consider fixed
channel hb

v,z conditions to calculate dup
v . Therefore, solving

optimal pRB allocation problem (17) is necessary.
Since the on-board computation power of the agents is

limited, the dominant factor in total delay is the local model
training delay4 as shown in the second subplot of Fig. 4. As
the global round increases, agents collect more data in their
datasets Dv

k s. Therefore, the local training time increases as
the global round increases. As a result, total delay increase as
well as shown in the fourth subplot of Fig. 4.

Note that, given a time threshold dthr, the choice of Lv and
dcmp

k are critical to guarantee dtot
v ≤ dthr. Particularly, to choose

dcmp
k , the server should consider the impact of the uncertain

channel condition, available radio resources of the RSU and
corresponding expected queuing delay.

2) VSP Prediction Accuracy: In this subsection, we show
the performance of different ML models on VSP prediction
task. We compare our proposed FedProx based FL model with
FedAvg based FL model + our communication framework,
independent LSTM model and a widely used statistical time-
series baseline, namely the AutoRegressive Integrated Moving
Average (ARIMA) model. Particularly, the statistical ARIMA
works well when the data samples are homogeneous and
have a clear trend. However, our data are essentially the
behavior of drivers, i.e., highly heterogeneous. As such, it is
hard to find a clear trend. Therefore, ARIMA is expected to
perform poorly. On the other hand, the independent LSTM
model only uses agent’s own data for training, which works
for the homogeneous data distribution case. However, in the

4If the model size is significantly large, the communication overhead may
become higher.

TABLE III
AVERAGE MSE IN ALL 61 AGENTS TEST DATA

Forecast
Window h

Proposed FL
Solution

Proposed Platform
+ FedAvg

1 2.5784784 2.591314118
2 4.63190712 4.670199372
3 6.85608755 7.09665202
4 9.10875644 9.55388634
5 11.72196015 11.89405537
6 13.57525046 13.39627498
7 14.17268583 13.95693221
8 15.43924312 15.44841811
9 16.07935477 16.10373348

10 16.26966842 16.83335492
11 16.85294033 16.56411971
12 16.27049288 16.5502178

highly heterogeneous data distribution case, the prediction
accuracy of the LSTM model is expected to degrade. Our
proposed FedProx based FL model is exposed to diverse
training samples of the selected agents. It is thus anticipated
to perform better than these baseline models. This tendency
is validated in our simulation. Fig. 5 takes vehicle 0 as an
example. Clearly, our FedProx based FL model can deliver
near-ground truth VSP prediction, whereas the independent
LSTM model and ARIMA model fail to capture the temporal
dynamics. Furthermore our FedProx based FL model outper-
forms FedAvg based FL model because of the contribution
from the proximal term in the objective function. As such,
the distributed privacy-preserving FedProx based FL platform
cam make accurate predictions in the highly dynamic IoV
networks and can be immensely useful for ADAS and other
IoV applications.

3) Robustness of the Proposed FL Platform: The trained
global model can be used by any vehicle to perform their
tasks. We show how accurate the model performs. To that
end, we tested our trained global model using the unseen
test data samples of all 61 vehicles. Figs. 6 - 11 validate
that the proposed distributed FL solution works well for
all vehicles. In addition, our FL solutions ensure that the
global model can be trained in an online fashion. Therefore,
our distributed FL solutions are feasible for real-time IoV
applications. Thousands of the on-road vehicles can benefit
from our FL solutions while only a subset of vehicles need to
perform model training.

4) Impact of Forecast Window Size: Finally, we illustrate
the impact of the forecast window size h with a fixed lag of
l = 15. As the h increases, the agents need more time to predict
the future VSP. This essentially means that the probability of
making an erroneous prediction increases. We first take h = 1
and h = 4 as examples to show the behavior of the average
training loss with respect to the forecast window size. As
shown in Fig. 12, the average training loss for h= 1 is less than
that for h = 4 over all communication rounds. Furthermore,
as the global communication round increases, the model is
exposed to more training samples of the diverse agents.
As such, the average training loss exhibits the decreasing
tendency.

We next show average training loss for all forecast window
sizes using our proposed vehicular FL solutions amalgamating
with FedProx and FedAvg. Table III shows that the prediction
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Fig. 6. Predicted VSP for vehicle 1’ with h = 1
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Fig. 7. Predicted VSP for vehicle 1 with h = 4
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Fig. 8. Predicted VSP for vehicle 30 with h = 1
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Fig. 9. Predicted VSP for vehicle 30 with h = 4
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Fig. 10. Predicted VSP for vehicle 60’ with h = 1
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Fig. 11. Predicted VSP for vehicle 60’ with h = 4
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accuracy degrades as the forecast window size h increases.
Therefore, one should carefully choose the forecast window
size based on the required accuracy by the applications such
as velocity and VSP prediction. Furthermore, FedProx works
better than FedAvg. Accordingly, FedProx based FL solution
is more suitable for IoV networks.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a mobility, communication and com-
putation aware integrated FL platform for vehicular environ-
ment. Leveraging V2X communication, we have devised the
I2V/V2I communication platform to exploit on-road vehicles
as learning agents. To maximize local model training time,
the proposed FL platform optimizes downlink and uplink
radio resource allocations to minimize model transmission
delay. Moreover, as vehicles have different computation power
and dataset, our FL solution tolerates partial works of the
agents, i.e., vehicle agents perform heterogeneous local model
training, which makes it more suitable for delay-constrained

applications in mobile networks. Using real-world and causal
training datasets, we have shown that the proposed FL algo-
rithms can be implemented in an online fashion. Our simula-
tion results show that the proposed FL platform is robust and
can deliver near ground truth velocity and VSP predictions.
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